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MechWarrior Online Campaign 

     This Field Manual is required reading for all Royal Terra Guard MechWarriors. All 

Royal Terra Guard members should use the Field Manual as a guide; it provides 

important material and directives that members must understand and implement to 

ensure a problem-free running of within and outside, as well as the prospering of our 

Unit including: 

 I.   Mission Statement

 II.  Code of Conduct

III.  Uniform Practices

IV.  Chain of Command

V.   Politics

VI.  

VII.  Unit Ranks

VII.   Required Downloads

 IX.   Ownership of Naming Rights

Unit Command Structure

Manual Organization

I. Mission statement

II. CODE OF CONDUCT

     The goal of the Royal Terra Guard is to have a mature unit of dedicated members committed to using team 

tactics, as well as promoting the best aspects of the MechWarrior community. In return, the unit will stand for 

friendship and respect among its members and respect towards the community outside RTG. 

     Success will be defined by the unity among the members, a pleasing atmosphere for everyone, and the 

ability to fight and win as a team. 

     The Code of Conduct listed below is designed to assist you in representing The Royal Terra Guard in a 

fashion befitting the virtual uniform you have chosen to wear and the group identity you sha

re with others. They are also designed to help each member earn the respect of their fellow unit members and 

the internet gaming community at large. The true goal of the Code of Conduct is to promote actions that will 

convey to the gaming community who that Royal Terra Guard stands for.  

   1.  All pilots of the Royal Terra Guard are expected to act in a mature and honorable fashion at all times.

       Humor is appreciated, but not at the expense of others.

   2.   All members are expected to show each other respect regardless of the situation - good or bad, This

       includes both fellow RTG MechWarriors, adversary pilots, and forum individuals we interact with.

   3.   We will never see ourselves or others as more important than the unit at large based on MWO statistics

       or perceived ability (or lack of same) as a MechWarrior. Our individual value to the unit is based on how

       well we support our unit goals and not out personal killboard.



     Code of Conduct continued. 

   4.  While we strive to improve our individual skills, our piloting actions are always performed to meet the

        goals of the team. Individual actions meant to pad personal statistics, grandstand, demonstrate our

        anger or frustration, or seek personal glory only erode the team ethic. We all share victory regardless

        of our personal role in a battle. Similarly when we fight as a unit we all share defeat. 

   5.   The Royal Terra Guard was founded with the concept that honor is real and we aspire to uphold it. We

         pledge to act with honor, integrity and fellowship in all our dealings with each other and the

         MechWarrior community.

   6.   As the entire Royal Terra Guard is judged by the actions of any given member, dishonorable behavior

         affects the team as a whole and will not be tolerated. The following are considered as unacceptable 

         behaviors: Spamming or flaming forum boards, posting of offensive language, cheating or exploiting 

         system loop-holes for gaming advantage, derogatory comments towards others, poor attitudes, and

         whining. 

   7.   You are required to NOT act like an immature moron. (The Golden Rule).

   8.    Royal Terra Guard members will also adhere to the Code of Conduct set forth by any league that we are

          participating within. All pilots are responsible for finding, reading, and applying those rules.

   9.    If adversary units or pilots are behaving in a dishonorable way, you are expected to rise above their

        actions and not respond in kind. If it is too much to bear, then politely leave the game. Inform the 

        RTG command staff of the situation so that the issue can be addressed with the proper league authorities.

 10.   Any time or money spent related to the RTG, MWO, or any other league we take part in is done so in free

         will and good intent. Not to seek favorable position within the RTG.

 11.    Please refrain from overactive swearing on the comm system. Yes, bad words happen, but lets try to

           avoid such language in every sentence and you only adjective.

 12.   Members are expected to abide by the procedures within the Tactical Manual during official RTG drops. 

 12.    Finally, remember that this is a hobby and a game, as such have Fun !!!!

     Violations can't be tolerated as they act against what we are. Severe violations well dealt with by the 

command staff and violation can result in punishment or expulsion of the perpetrator. The unit is not telling 

you how to live, but it is telling you how we expect a fellow Guardian to act.  

III. Uniform Policies

       One of the most rewarding experiences for new MechWarriors and current RTG pilots alike involves 

donning the RTG Uniform. Your forum name and in game call sign is your uniform. Those who wear the 

uniform feel an incredible sense of pride at being  part of an exclusive brotherhood of the best pilots. If you 

are willing to wear our uniform with pride, you should apply the following conventions to your callsign. 

     On the unit forums, the please create your account as follows: "[RTG]Callsign."  Within the Mechwarrior 

Online system you cannot employ a [RTG] as their sytem won’t allow the “[]”s. You may use one of the unit 

provided signature graphics in place of the “[RTG]”. 

     Within MWO, your player type will be Merc Corp. The exact data for other informational tags the system 

will carry will be added to this field manual when available.

     You may choose to note your Royal Terra Guard unit rank if you desire. At no time should you 

misrepresent this rank to be an actual rank with any real world military. If you have a real world military rank 

and choose to use it as part of your on line uniform, please specify the branch. (Examples: Corporal, USMC or 

Captain, RAF).
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 IV. CHAIN of Command

     As with any military themed organization, there must be processes and procedures in place for relaying 

information between layers in the rank structure. Accordingly, the Chain of Command for RTG operates in a 

hierarchical fashion. Unit Information flows in two directions, both up and down the chain. The Rank Listings 

provide a general ladder, but we are primarily talking about the Command Staff and any special positions 

that the Command Staff may create.  

Down the chain - data on planned battles and practices, tactics, strategies, and important Unit matters are 

decided upon by the Command Staff and this information is sent down the chain by either posting it for all 

Unit members to see or private message to the parties involved. Only members of the Command Staff have 

the authority to decide upon such issues and make team policy. The Command Staff might give certain duties 

to individuals that gives them authority to post on some of these topics regardless of their actual Unit rank. A 

position within the Unit’s functional staff supercedes Unit rank.

Up the chain - A pilot’s observations, tactical ideas, and strategies are welcome, but should be shared privately 

with their immediate section superior (probably a “Mech Commander” in charge of a section of pilots) to be 

related to the Command Staff. This is to allow the Command Staff to evaluate the information visavis things 

the Command Staff might know that are not public information before opening the idea up to a debate among 

the Unit members.  In many cases, questions or issues may be addressed by immediate superiors, thus 

making it unnecessary to disrupt the usual Command Staff workload. Note that it is never appropriate for 

non Command Staff members to send analytical information meant to be applied to the entire Unit. Such 

information must flow up-stream through the proper channels. 

It is acceptable to post personal thoughts and observations on tactics and strategy to the Unit Message Board 

as well as links or other pointers towards league information made available to the public.  The key factor is to 

not represent such views as an order for others to follow the prescribed course of action. In cases where the 

Command Staff invites an analytical debrief to be posted by those involved in a drop you are not expected to 

send your thoughts to a Mech Commander first. You have been invited to share your honest thoughts.

     

     During a game mission drop, the chain of command is loosely framed by the unit ranks, but the Force 

Command positions for the drop can supercede actual listed Unit rank. For example, while the Drop 

Commander is usually the highest ranked officer, that person could choose to give that Force Command 

position to a player with a lower rank. 

     In order of authority from highest down, here are the Force Command positions during a drop.

     Drop Commander: This pilot is in overall command of the entire RTG drop force. They may, or may not, 

also serve in a Mech Commander position at their option. 

     Mech Commander: There could be one  several Mech Commanders in the drop. Each Mech Commander 

is a Drop Leader for a sub-portion of the entire RTG drop. Each pilot will be assigned to the task force of one 

Mech Commander and will follow that commander’s orders over those of any other Mech Commander. The 

Drop Commander can countermand any Drop Commander and the Drop Commander’s orders are always 

ordered.

     Lead Pilots:  A case may arise where pilots are paired off to accomplish an in-game task. One of those two 

will be designated the Lead Pilot. Somewhat like an aircraft ”wingman”, the pilot that is not lead should 

support and follow the directives of the Lead Pilot. 



Chain of Command continued. 

     Example of Drop Organization: A twelve pilot drop on a defend and attack base mission.

The Drop Commander is the highest ranked officer, which happens to be the Unit CO. He elects to 

split the drop into three sub-portions. A defense squad that has a Mech Commander named and an attack 

squad also with a Mech Commander. While the Drop Commander could choose to also be either Mech 

Commander, in this case he chooses not to and stands in the middle of the base to coordinate reactions. The 

Mech Commander of the attack squad sends two scouts ahead, designating one as Lead Pilot.

   Regardless of the actual Unit ranks involved, the chain of command for this drop is the Drop 

Commander, followed by the two Mech Commanders, and one pilot has a Lead Pilot to listen to.

     When you drop with fellow RTG personnel in unofficial, non Unit action (such as fighting in one of the 

House battles) you are encouraged to respect Unit rank but are under no obligation to follow any particular 

orders when “on your own time”. 

VI. unit Politics

       Over the years the RTG has faced various personalty obstacles. To help solve our differences and to help 

decide the path the unit takes in leagues, RTG follows certain procedures to attain justice for all. 

     RTG Stance on Politics:  Personal Politics is the bane of any on-line unit. They usually revolve around two camps 

with different opinions on some aspect of the unit's function. Sometimes it is unavoidable, and sometimes politics are 

essential for the organization of certain units to work. In most cases, the politics of personal agendas amount to delays 

and set-backs in the progress of our group. To achieve our goals, RTG would like to focus more on game play than 

politics. Our non command staff members have no political responsibilities unless called on to vote, and we encourage all 

of our members to leave the focus of any league related politics (MWO in the current case) in the hands of the Command 

Staff and focus their own efforts on game play. As much as possible, the command staff uses mambers in roles that they 

wish to be in. The command staff will not interfere in any members personal MWO play on house raids and such.

     1) Petition to Vote: When the command staff has an internal disagreement it cannot resolve over an issue, if 

two or more command staff members wish to force a binding vote on the issue they may call for a Petition for 

Command Vote. This involves each camp laying out  their side of the argument for all members. Members 

then vote on allowing a Command Staff Vote to occur. (Generally, this would mean the CO wants one thing 

and some of the Command Staff something else. The membership votes on if they wish to allow the 

Command Staff the ability to override the Co’s decision). The Command Staff vote will be held at the 

command level. At the Co’s discretion, if the Command Staff wants a Petition to Vote the issue can be turned 

into a direct vote by the members - who would then decide the issue rather than simply authorize a command 

vote.

     2) Grievance Call: If a member feels that another RTG member of any rank is treating them unfairly or 

interfering with their member rights as per the Field Manual, they may issue a Grievance Call with any 

Command Staff member. This should be done privately. The Command Staff will contact the subject of the 

Grievance and get their side of the story. The Command Staff will then issue a binding arbitration regarding 

actions as an RTG member upon both parties. This process can be used to petition against actions imposed by 

command staff (such as banning a member, not accepting a member, etc.)    
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 VI. Unit Command structure

 VI. Unit RANKS

     The Royal Terra Guard will have one leader that is the highest officer of the organization. That person will 

be ranked as a Colonel until the unit grows larger than 100 members in which case the rank might be raised to 

create more organization room under this person. This person is generally referred to as the Commanding 

Officer (regardless of rank) or in short form “CO”.

     The CO will designate a second in command who shall be known as the Executive Officer or “XO”.

     The CO and XO shall select at least one more ranking officer to join them in forming the Command Staff. 

There is no limit to the number of persons that can be assigned to the command staff, and all serve at the 

pleasure of the CO. It is recommended that the Command Staff be kept small and an off number (3,5 or 7).

     The Command Staff shares all responsibilities for organizing, directing, and maintaining the RTG. They 

will often make decisions on the unit’s behalf that are not discussed in with the general membership.

     Beneath the Command Staff in authority regarding RTG organization and activities is the Headquarters 

Group. (or HQG). All members of the Command Staff arein the HQG. As many officers as desired may be 

elevated into the HQG by the Command Staff. The HQG will generally consist of drop leaders and members 

with important organizational roles within the RTG. The HQG can be as large or small as the Command Staff 

desires.

     The succession for CO, XO and third ranking officer is generally by unit rank. Highest ranked person 

(including time in grade) moves up. The Command Staff may use a different method to select a CO if the next 

ranking officer does not want the position. 

     During a Royal Terra Guard official mercenary drop, the command structure used during the battle may 

vary from the official rank listing. There is no time for Command Staff or GHQ to debate things, orders will be 

issued and followed based first on the directions given by the Drop Commander and then by unit rank if not 

specified. 

     Outside of official RTG Mercenary drops members are not required to follow the commands of higher 

ranking RTG officers. (But we would appreciate if you did so to allow using such drops as practice for 

mercenary matches). Official practice sessions are treated as official RTG mercenary drops.

     Ranks in the  Royal Terra Guard are subject to change depending on the size and needs of the unit. They 

are listed here in order from highest (at top) to lowest (at bottom).

Colonel

Major

Captain, 1st Class

Captain, 2nd Class

Lieutenant Senior Grade, 1st class

Lieutenant Senior Grade, 2nd class

Lieutenant Junior Grade, 1st class

Lieutenant Junior Grade, 2nd class

Warrant Officer, 1st class

Warrant Officer, 2nd class

Cadet Officer

    Members will usual start as a Warrant Officer, 2nd class unless they request special training as a Cadet.
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 IX. Required Downloads

 X. COPyright and Trademark

     The Royal Terra Guard will be operating as a MechWarrior Online unit. All members will be required to 

have the latest MWO software loaded and prepared for play.

     Additionally, members are responsible for downloading any software specified in the most current Unit 

Download Guide. This will likely include communication software such as TeamSpeak 3 and perhaps older 

games such as MechWarrior 4 for practicing. Seek out and comply with the most current Unit Download 

Guide.

    The copyright and trademark ownership of the name “Royal Terra Guard” and the yellow shield logo are 

owned by the persons with the established RTG on-line forum names of Calvert, RacerX, MaddMaxx and 

Warder.

     RTG members are authorized to use both for personal usage related to MechWarrior Online and general 

BattleTech interest or uses. 

     For further information or clarification, contact David Wainio (aka “Warder”) at WainioDavid@yahoo.com.
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